AGENDA—Tuesday, March 29, 2016

6:30 Introductions & Icebreakers

7:00 Overview of Responsibilities and Duties of Committee

7:15 Imagining Resiliency:
   What does resiliency mean?
   How should Cambridge define resiliency?
   Definition of neighborhood-based resiliency
   How is resiliency communicated, achieved?

8:15 Committee Goals
   Discuss committee communications and logistics
   Discuss tentative timeline and deliverables
   Who should the committee interview?
   Potential Members
   Mission statement

8:30 Conclusion

At the end of Tuesday’s meeting, we should have reviewed some general thoughts about the course and goals of the committee, and laid the foundation for continued progress. The committee should be able to take a first pass at answering the following question:

*What does resiliency look like for Cambridge in general and how might it best manifest itself for specific communities facing specific challenges?*

All regular meetings will be held on the last Tuesday of the month. The next meeting is April 26, 2016.